We would love to let the children of Minami-Soma play a lot in big pools with an
ocean view with!!

We invited children from Minami-Soma Fukushima-Prefecture to Nagano-Prefecture, as
"Summer vacation in the mountain" in August, 2011 and held summer camp.
We met Yoshiyuki teacher of NAKAYOSHI nursery school which was opened as a
temporary nursery school for children and Parents,
And we have continued support of small recreation program, snack and vegetables,
water, and exchanges of experiences that made children happy.
As all of you know, children are no longer able to play outside in the same way as before
because of nuclear accident of the Great East Japan Earthquake.
It does not change much even now, after more than three years.
In this summer, we decided to held summer camp to play a lot in big pool with an ocean
view with the children.
we want to make the opportunities when children interact with the volunteers and
nurturing the richness of the heart and make the best memories.

We are looking for your support and cooperation.

IHA! project in August 2011

The cute smiles of the children who made a memory in Yamauchi-cho
Nagano-Prefecture

There are few place where children can play in peace.
They can't play with water in the sea, bathing in the sea or fishing in the river because of
the nuclear accident.
In families with small children, they choose to play by selecting a park that has been
decontaminated or the effects of radiation is considerably low. Or they go to the park far
away from their home and even go to the paid indoor amusement facilities.
It is no longer said to the children to play outside.
Minami-Soma is rich in natural beauties with sea and mountains. However, children can
no longer play outside with confidence because of the radioactivity which is not visible to
human.
「Don't enter the sea」
「Don't touch the water of the river」
「Stay away from high
radioactivity」
We would love to provide support to let the children play naturally without thinking the
restriction from playing on a daily basis.

We can't play as before in the sea...
Message from Yoshiyuki of Minami-Soma Yotsuba nursery school.
「I-HA！project」was held in Kita-shiga Nagano-Prefecture, in summer of the Great East
Japan Earthquake.
Children who were not able to play with water outside could play a lot inside the pool without
concerning radioactivity.
Even after three years since the disaster, still children cannot play outside in the water.
It takes time to feel relieved especially for the parents with young child.
The protection plan for the young children is different from primary school children. There

are few plans for them because the parent also go with children which costs extra money.
「I-HA！project」that was planned this year for the first time in two years.
Please support families of Minami-Soma.
The Project details
１）DATE：13th(sat),14th(sun) ,September
２）LOCATION：Oiso Long Beach
３）ACCOMMODATION：Oiso Prince Hotel
４）THE NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS：45
５）SPONSOR：IHA！Project
６）COSPONSORS：Oiso Long Beach、Oiso Prince Hotel、SPINY☆、No More Nuclear
７）SCHEDULE：
13th

08:00

YOTSUBA nursery school departure

13:00 Arrive at Oiso Long Beach
13:20 Speech of Sponsor－Free time
18:30 Dinner－Bathing－Exchange－Sleeping
14th

07:30 Breakfast
09:00 Free time in Oiso Long Beach
13:00 Last speech
13:30 Return to Minami-Soma

We have become able to maintain hotel and activity cost by the assistance from all sides,
but still bus fare is insufficient, now we are soliciting your support from all of you due to
REDY FOR.

【Gift by support of 3,000yen】
・Thanks letter(Activity report of the summer camp with URL)
【Gift Exchange ticket by support of 10,000yen】
In addition to the above
・ Sign as a proponent to the summer camp activity report.
・Thanks movies from children.
We will make a video with thanks message from children and send it as DVD
【Gift ticket to receive by support of 30,000yen】
In addition to the above
・Oiso Long Beach invitation ticket.
We will hand it over directly on 13th or 14th.
Note: We cannot send the above gift overseas.

How to Support on Web
Please access to https://readyfor.jp/projects/ih_project_2014
And refer to http://nomorenuclear.net/download/howtosupport.pdf

